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The solution to the world’s energy problem could be simple — even elegant. So much so that we could look back and

wonder why it took us so long to finally realize it.

According to the world’s foremost experts on advanced nuclear technology and policy, the choice is up to us.

The new report Beautiful Nuclear: Driving Deep Decarbonization published this past June shows virtually every way

that advanced nuclear technology can help meet all 17 UN Sustainable Development Goals. It’s possible that no report

about the future of energy has been more life-affirming, moving, and technically substantial all at once.

The authors describe how we are faced with an “energy trilemma.” Energy needs to not only be clean, but also equitably

distributed and reliable. These three elements are essential for meeting people’s fundamental needs around the globe,

while avoiding ecological catastrophe. Therefore, the main priority is effective decarbonization, not creating more

systems dependent on unreliable forms of energy. The report shows that advanced nuclear reactors being

commercialized today offer an unmatched variety of decarbonization benefits, in addition to their excellent power

production capabilities.
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Focusing on a whole-system approach, the report lays out five main global priorities for the coming energy transition.

These priorities are overlapping but distinct. The authors hold that if we work diligently to achieve these five priorities

while focusing on advanced nuclear energy, we could solve our most difficult deep decarbonization challenges.

1. Expand clean electricity generation as quickly as possible

The electricity we currently produce needs to be decarbonized. We also need to anticipate much greater demand for

electricity to support all our needs, including electrifying heat and transport.

Advanced reactors being rapidly commercialized can provide clean, low-cost, flexible, and dispatchable electricity to

support growing demand, including from the growing electrified transport sector. In this way, they can provide a valuable

complement to the growing global share of wind and solar generation, which currently relies on fossil fuels backup. They

also have a tiny land use and lifecycle footprint.

2. Repower coal plants with new heat sources

Coal plants deliver 37% of global electricity supply. Almost 2,000 GW of coal-fired capacity is decommissioned or must

be decommissioned by 2050. The authors of Beautiful Nuclear recognize that abandoning coal plant assets is a hard hit

to local and regional economies — especially since many of the world’s coal plants have decades of operating life left.

Advanced nuclear reactors can provide a solution to both of these issues. Coal-fired boilers within coal plants can be

repurposed by replacing them with advanced nuclear reactors. This way, existing infrastructure, labor force, grid

connections, and valuable power generation can remain.

3. Develop “impossible burgers for climate”: Convert remaining liquid fuel use to drop-in carbon-neutral fuels

“It looks like a burger, tastes like a burger, and is available for the price of a burger at any burger joint.”

The Impossible Burger was designed with human nature in mind. We don’t like to change our behavior, especially if it

means creating an increased opportunity cost. Instead of giving up meat to decrease emissions, people can buy a “drop-

in” beef substitute that’s so close to the real thing, they hardly feel like they’ve changed their behavior.

Right now, about 70% of our energy use – the sectors beyond electricity – seems extremely difficult to decarbonize. We

need to find clean solutions for sectors like heavy industry, steelmaking, chemical processing, shipping, and aviation, for

which we currently have no low-carbon alternatives. They use hydrocarbon fuels like oil and natural gas, which are

energy-dense and readily available. That’s where carbon-neutral fuels can literally “drop-in” to take the place of

traditional oil and gas, making them “impossible burgers for climate.”

These fuels can meet cost, performance, and scale requirements for the toughest decarbonization challenges. Best of

all, advanced nuclear reactors can cleanly power the production of these fuels — making them truly carbon-neutral. And

there’s no behavior change required by firms or the public.

4. Replace fossil fuels for industry and heating
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Heat is a large part of the demand within difficult-to-decarbonize sectors; roughly half of all energy produced in the

world is used for heat. Producing high-temperature heat above 400°C used in heavy industry — making steel, cement,

chemicals, etc — requires energy-dense hydrocarbons.

There are virtually no low-carbon alternatives for these applications. Solar and wind can’t do it because heat needs to be

delivered on-demand and reliably, and these sources only produce according to the weather. While conventional light

water reactors can produce steam below 300°C (which is useful for district heating or desalination in some places), many

advanced reactor designs can reach temperatures as high as 1,000°C, which could support many industrial processes.

Low-temperature natural gas applications also need to be decarbonized, like for building heating and cooking. Seawater

desalination operations also usually use natural gas for heat. Advanced nuclear reactors can produce the heat for these

applications.

5. Significantly increase investment in electricity and clean e-fuels production to support global energy access

Access to electricity is the single largest predictor of human wellbeing. Energy demand will roughly double by 2050 as

nations industrialize. Equitable electricity access will elevate billions out of poverty, and guarantee greater economic

opportunity for everyone, especially women and girls.

As shown above, advanced nuclear reactors provide the technical capabilities to support rising demand across all energy

sectors. They can provide low-cost flexible electricity, support the production of clean fuels, provide heat for industry

and desalination, and even promote access to energy in remote and underserved areas.

Advanced nuclear reactors make decarbonization elegant, smooth, and just for all. It’s time we start preparing for a

beautiful energy transition.
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